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INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the study of the Kura-Araxes or Early
Transcaucasian (henceforth ETC) phenomenon in the northern
ancient Near Eastern expanse have begun to create a portlait
of dynamic interactions and multiple vectors of cultulal
influence and interdigitation with neighboring cultures, oscil-
lating along east to west and north to south axesI. Improved
chronologies permit the identification of discrete stages in the
evolution both of the societies associated with various ETC
traditions, and of local and regional interactions. Thus, for
example, Rothman's analysis of the patterns of ETC migration
in the Anatolian Upper Euphrates in the early third millen-
nium', or Marro's study of painted pottery-producing groups
in the same arear speak to the gradual emergence of
complexity in a fragmented cultural landscape. Significantly,
both note that ETC movement was not random. but rather
linked to political and economic shifts ultimately connected
to deyelopments in the Jezireh and along the Euphrates valley.
Rothman, Sagona and Akhundov a all emphasize the different
economic strategies underlying varying facets of ETC culture,
effectively deconstructing older perceptions of monolithic
"waves" of Transcaucasian pastoral nomads surging across the
Fertile Crescant.

+ My thanks are extended to Srcve Bariuk, for sharing with ne some of
the results ofhis important study on RBB in the 'Amuq, and to Tony Sagona
and Phil Kohl for their commenrs on an earlier draft of rhe article. The
photographs were provided by the Israel Museum, by Pavel Shrago of rhe
Institute of Archaeology at Tel Aviv University, and by rhe author ; drawings
- by Yulia Rudman and Pnina Arad-

l. E.9., KoHL. 2001 ; MARRo, 1997 ; MARRo and HAUPTMANN (eds), 2000 l
SAooNA (ed), 2004 ; SHMELMITZ.2003 ; SMrrH and RuBNsoN. 2003.

2.  RorHMAN.2003.

3.  MARRo, 1997.

4. RorHMAN,2003 ; SAcoNA.2004 ; AKHUNDoV.2004.

Raphael GnmNsenc

Recent work on the Red-Black Burnished (RBB) and Khir-
bet Kerak Ware (KKW) phenomena of wesrem Syria and
northem Palestine 5 has brought long-debated issues into shar-
per focus. Although there is not yet full agreement on absolute
dates fbr the appearance of these two offshoots of the ETC
culture in the Levant (ca. 2800 BCE according to Philip and
Millard, 2700-2600 according to Miroschedji). recent aurhors
do seem to agree that there was no significant time lag between
the appearance of the Syrian and Palestinian assemblage6. This
contemporaneity is bolstered by the close typological relation
between the two ceramic cultures, with rnany details of tech-
nique and innovative forms being shared. As in the study of
the northeastern regions, the spread of RBB and KKW is being
linked to specific economic and social strategies carried out
by knowledgeable agents, situated in specific historical
situations 7.

Although Philip and Miroschedji have borh questioned the
existence of large scale ETC migratory movement, preferring
to connect the diffusion of RBB and KKW to pofters' esta-
blishments serving a local population, it remains to be seen
whether such an approach can be reconciled with the evidence
for a proliferation of RBB-rich Amuq H sites in the Amuq
valley 8, or with the extremely rich and varied KKW assem-
blages of sites such as Tell esh-Shunae, Bet Shearr0. or the
type-site itself - Tel Bet Yerah. A prerequisite for furrher
progress on the issue ofmigration is the identification ofcultu-

5. PHrLrp- l9q9 ;PHrLrp and MILLARD,2000 i MrRoscHEDn.2000 : S. Baduli
pers. comm.

6. Pd." BURNEY. 1989.

7. PHrLrp. 1999; MtRoscHEDJt. 2000.
8. S. Batiuk, pers. comm.
9.  LEoNARD. 1992: 50-55,  Pls.  i3 19.
l0. MAZAR, Zrv-EsuDRl et dl.- 2000.
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:rl f,uributes beyond the pottery that charactedze KKW-

rch assemblages. As things stand, little can be said of the

.rrchitecture or ecological assemblage that accompanies the

,rrir;-rl of KKW producers in Palestine.

Rce i l rd le .s  o l  the  numbers  o l  peop le  ac tur l l )  in \o l \ed  in

rhe movement of ETC cutture lo the Le\ant. there can be no

que\tion that this movement - like those in the more northerly

regions - was the result of a deliberate social and economic

.rrategy. Here we have, for the first time in the history of the

:pread of ETC, a descent into the Levantine lowlands - a

.emi-arid lanclscape dominated by tell-based settlement in

t-onified towns and villages. Taking the Jordan Valley region

as a case in point, economic and social strategies practiced by

ETC communities in the Anatolian highlands or the Upper

Euphrates basin would have had to undergo a significant revi-

sion on anival in the region. ln late EB II, the Jordan Valley

landscape that had long been dominated by major tell-sites

such as Dan, Hazor, Kinnerot, Bet Yerah' Pella' or Tell

es Sa'idiya was undergoing a crisis: some large sites and

many small ones were abandoned; vil lage populations were

apparently dispersed, absorbed to some extent in the suryiving

to$ nsr1. As elsewhere in the history of their migration, bearers

of rhe ETC culture idertified the gaps in the local structure'

and in early EB III we find them ensconced in previously

unoccupied vil lage sites (e g., 'Affula' Shuna, Bet She'an)' as

$ell as in some of the continuously occupied -though

perhaps internally weakened- villages and fortified towns

te.g.. Tel Yaqush, Tel Qishyon, Bet Yerah, Hazor). Any stra-

iegy for settlement and continued existence in the Jodan

r alley would have had to take account of the surviving long-

established power relations and terdtodal privileges as well

as of the preexisting economic structure in the region. Thus,

tbr example, in an economy dominated by staple-flnance (as

eremplified in the great granary of Tel Bet Yerah r'?), ETC'S

traditional role in the exchange of metals raw material and

tinished productsrr - would not have been a significant asset'

An) role in livestock-raising would have had to conform to

rhe demands and expectations of leLrge urban communities

re.-s.. a distinct preference for cattle over sheep/goat). Pottery

production, whether geared to cater to the tastes of an urban

elile as suggested by Miroschedjira, or intended to promote

social and possibly ethnic ditTerentiation as proposed by

Philiprj. would also have undergone changes' in accordance

* ith the changing functions of specific pots in everyday lite

and the changing role of pottery in general within the material

culturc assemblage.

Khirbet Kerak / Tel Bet Yerah' the type-site for the

southernmost manit'estation ofETC culture in the third millen-

nium BC, offers an opportunity to study the strategy adopted

by bearers of this culture within a major, continuously occu-

pied urban site. The preparation of several excavations at the

site for final publicationr6 enables the presentation of nro

major aspects : typo-technological characteristics of KK\\' ar

Khirbet Kerak, and pattems in the disftibution of the ware ar

the site over time. Through these rspect\. \ome tenlali\e \lcP.'

may be taken towards a more nuanced understanding of tlle

arrival and continued separate presence of KKW-producing

communities in the southem Levant.

STRATIGRAPHY

KKW arrjves at Tel Bet Yerah en masse at the beginning

of EB III (Period D), its introduction coinciding with cenain

typological changes in the local ceramic industry that ar.

r 'onsidered independenl markers of lhe period r- There are m

grounds for positing a gradual introduction of the ware. or l-s

its arrival after EB III had already been established ''. ln\a-

riably, the introduction of KKW also coincides with archite'--

tural changes, ranging from subtle rearrangements of existins

shuctures to rather dramatic episodes of abandonment arrl

reconsffuction. KKW persists as a major component in tlF

ceramic assemblage thrcugh most of the EB lll period { fo{n

to six stratigraphic phases in the southern part of the mould

where the stratigraphic record is most complete). There i'

evidence for a decline in frequency before the end of EB IIL

and in the southeast corner of the mound a clear post-KKs-

phase, also devoid of many local EB III ceramic characterl-

tics, has recently been identified ''.

16. These include the JPES excavations of 1944 6 and seleral Li_tC

Department of Antiquities excavalions carried out from 1949 to 1986 Tia

study is supporled by the White Levy Program for Archaeological Put'tr:t_

tions and the Israel Science Fund. Grant no. 821
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DISTRIBUTION

Khirbet Kerak Ware was not evenly distributed in Tel Bet
Yerah upon ii anival. On the contrary, in the earliest phases
it is lbund in discrete concantrations. Thus, while KKW proba-
bly never comprised more than 25-30 Vc of the total ceramic
assemblage at the site, specific locales were characterized by
assemblages composed of 50 7o KKW and more. This mode
of distribution is more pronounced in the earlier phases of EB
lII, becoming bluned as EB III progresses.

Figtre l| Map shovring the bcation of Tel Bet Yerah and the main

The pattern of KKW distribution on arrival at Bet Yerah
(fig. 1) is best illustrated in Areas EY and BS in the south of
the mound, and in Area UN near its center. In late Period C,
Local Phase 5, the Area EY excavations (fig.2) revealed a
well-appointed house, EY 442, separated by a narrow alley
from a house lying to its west, EY 161, and built back to back
with a partially excavated unit to its east, EY 573/4. Phase 5
ended in partial destruction, illustrated by large quantities of
ceramics fbund on some of the floors. The local phase 44
rebuild was, however, selective: The central structure, now
numbered Ey 4351427 , was repaired, its floors swept clean of
debris and slighdy raised, and the same seems to have occurred
in EY 568. But the buildings to the west of the alleyway were
not so fortunate. Some rooms were blocked up and apparently

left unoccupied, accumulating debris and garbage representing

both the Phase 5 destruction and Phase 44. occupation. The
southern part of EY 161 seems to have been razed, serving as
an open area and accumuiating organic debris (EY 152). Later.
in Phase 48, a new house was built in this area. The rich
pottery assemblages of Phases 4,A and 48 reveal a similar
pattern of segregation: Within the central structure virtuallr

no KKW sherds were found (13 small fragments out of more
than 200 diagnostic pieces recorded), whereas the house lyin_e
to the southeast, EY 568, had a rich KKW component (about

30 7o), and the debris accumulated in the southwest contained

about 50 % KKW. This high percentage was canied over to
the Phase 48 structure built atop the 4A. debris, while the
absence of KKW continued to characterize the central struc
ture in the later phase.

In the 10x10 m sounding excavated by Bar-Adon at the
southeast tip of the mound (Area BS) a more radical change

occurred in the Period C-D tansition. A stone-paved house-
lined street leading from the city gate was blocked with debris

in late EB II. The debris included a fallen mudbrick wall found

virtually intact on the pavement. Atter a short period of aban-
donment, the entire area was covered with an unsegregated
accumulation of ash, organic remains, and various types of
refuse sloping from NW to SE and apparently rcpresenting a
midden tip. This deposit was replete with KKW- perhaps

50 7o of the assemblage. Shoftly thereafter the midden repla-
ced by new, massive construction containing a significant
proportion (approx. 25 7o) ol KKW.

In Area UN, near the middle of the mound, Local Stratum
3 is comprised of three large rectangular buildings, UN 032
and UN zMO on the north and west, and UN 019 on the south
(fig.3). The northem and western buildings appear to share
couftyard UN 010, whereas the southem building faced an
alley situated to its south (UN 002) and had its own couny-ard
to its west. As in Area EY, the distribution of KKW is clearlr'
segregated : of 246 diagnostic sherds counted, only 30 uere

found in the northern compound and the rest in the soulhern
house and the adjacent courtyard and alleyway. Within Buil-

ding UN 019, KKW was found mainly in Room UN 0OJ-
where it accounted for 64 70 ofthe diagnostics ; in the southern
alley, UN 002, KKW accounted for about 32% of the

diagnostics.

Excayations in other parts of the mound suggest similar
patterns: in the Getzov excavations of 1994-5. the exca\ator

noted an EB IIIA layer without KKW r0, whereas excavations

20. GErzov.Paz et al.,2001
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in I946 in and near the so called Granary yielded fairly heavy

concentrations of KKW directly above EB II stratarr.

The resulting picture appears to be as follows : a late EB

II crisis (perhaps an earthquake, to judge by the collapsed

walls and deposits of smashed pottery) rent gaps in the urban

fabric of Tel Bet Yemh. Some parts of the town were tempo-

rarily abandoned, while othe$ were quickly rebuilt This situa-

tion allowed the influx of new, KKW-producing groups who

either exploited the temporary weakness of the town or' more

likely, were welcomed as contdbutors to its reconstructlon

The KKW producers and consumers maintained, at least for

an initial period, a separate corporate identity, occupying

certain houses and maintaining a range of practices and habits

associated with the production and use of their pottery. Their

segregation, however, was not a hsrmetic one: as far as we

can tell, they immediately adopted local customs with respect

to domestic architecture and introduced local pottery into their

own households. As time went on, the consumption of KKW

at Bet Yerah became more integrative and evenly distributed,

although the potting tradition as such maintained its identity

to the end. Significantly, KKW production at Bet Yerah and

elsewhere ceased with the decline of the cities of the southem

Levant in late EB IIl. This suggests that by this time KKW

potters had become appended to urban institutions, possibly

owing theil livelihood to the patronage of urban elites

TYPOLOGY : THE COLOR CODE

There is little need to rehearse the detailed typology of

KKW ; this has been performed admirably by earlier students

of this pottery". The usual typological approach' however'

appears to have overlooked a significant division in KKW

pottery perhaps because of its very attention to details. It

has long been recognized that KKw (and the same holds true

for RBB) may be divided between three color-dominated

groups: (1) Red-black slipped and burnished vessels, (2) red-

only slipped and bumished vessels, and (3) gray/brown

vessels, unslipped and often unburnished. What appears to

have been overlooked is that the (a) red-black burnished

vessels almost invariably have close ETC affinities.in fonn

and/or decoration ; (b) red-only vessels are innovative in ibrm'

and do not normally bear charactedstic ETC decoration; (c)

unslipped vessels - especially the ubiquitous l ids and 'andi-

rons' are among the most exotic vis-i-vis the local assem-

2l- E.g.. GRIENBERC and PAZ. 2004.

22.  Hr iNNEssy,  1967: AMIRAN. 1969;Essr i .  l99l  i  LEoNARD. 1992 and

blages (their relation to ETC antecedents being ambilalent :

andirons clearly related to ETC hearths, lids differing from

ETC lids), and may be generally associated with cooking,

Furthermore; there seems to have been a significant techno

logical shift in the execution of the red-black color scheme:

white in most no hern industries each color is confined to one

side of the vessel (red interior, black exterior), RBB/KK\\'

brings the play of colors to the exterior surface. By I'inue ol

a well-honed technique, the red,/black interplay is carried out

in full view, so to speak'?3, enhancing the communicative quali-

ties of the decoration.

RED-BLACK VESSELS (fie. a)

This category includes :
. sinuous-sided bowls of difl-erent sizes arrd various

degrees of carination; these are sometimes fumished

with small knobs, a single flared strap-handle. and
- rarely with fluted decoration (fig. 4b)r+.

. deep sinuous-sided katers orjars (fig.4a). often bearing

applied-fluted decoration and occasionally supplied rvith

a single strap-handle r5,

. broad carinated katers, up to 40 cm in diameter. i[ra-

riably bearing elaborate applied decoration (fig. 'lc).

The first two of these three common types have $ell-

known ETC antecedents:6. The third type, rather less t'amiliar

in the northem repertoire 27, is nonetheless firmly tied to ETC

traditions through its decoration.

An additional red-black vessel type is the
. conical stand (funnel ?) with broad base and narro$ top

(a single complete object of the type, from Bet She'an.

is also furnished with a handle: Fitzgerald 1935 : Pl.

VIII:6). Stands of this type carly omate, l ime fi l led

incised decoration and may have a black exterior or a

red exte or with added black painted designs (fig. Jdt.

While the type is unknown in the northem ETC sphere-

the designs are closely related, in technique as well as in st-rle.

to incised patterns on northem jars and kraters 13.

23. BRArDwooD and BRAtDwooD. 1960 : 360 -16l

24.  For st rap handle see AMIRAN. 1969: Pl .  19:2

25.  Cf .  AMTRAN. 1969: Photo 65.

26.  SAcoNA, 1984, Forms 21 25.59.

27.  See, howevef,  SAcoNA. 1984. Form 68 r  2000: t ig.9: l

28.  E.g. .  SAcoNA. I984 :  F igs.  120-122.
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RED SLIPPED VESSELS (fig.5)

These include the following common types :
. straight-sided bowls with a low carination and omphalos

base (fig. 5a, b),
. hemispheric bowls with omphalos base (not illusfated),
. broad shallow bowls with flattened, occasionally inver-

ted rim, and occasional additions such as a lug handle
or small spout (f ig. 5c),

. biconical pot-stands, some smooth, some partly or
completely horizontally fluted, and some fenestrated
(fig. 5d); in some cases the smooth stands have three
intemal lugs or an intemal ledge near the rim to provide
support for the pot.

In addition there are some rare types, also red-slipped
only :

. open bowls, deep or shallow, with carination below the
nm,

. jugs with stump-bases (no complete vessels of this type
were found, but a well-known example from Bet Shean'?e
shows them to be derived from local south-Levantine
forms),

. a large cylindrical jar, with two functional strap-handles
at mid-body (fig. 5").

Red slipped vessels very rarely bear decoration beyond
their exquisite burnish. Thus, while their technique is entirely
derived from ETC tradition, the vessels with red slip only
mark a departure from the traditional forms of the northem
sphere. This is not to say that the red-slipped vessels are
adapted tiom local forms ; on the contrary, "hybrid" levanto-
ETC types (carinated platters, jugs) 30 form a negligible rnino-
rity in the KKW assemblage.

GRAY/BROWN VESSELS (fi e. 6)

These fail into two major categories -
. conical lids with a pierced knob (fig. 6a), ranging in size

iiom miniature (6 cm in diameter), to fully functional
(15 20 cm in diameter) ; there are a number of zoomor-
phic knob/handles as well (f ig.6b),

. horseshoe-shaped'andirons', more accurately described
as portable hearths or trivets, ranging in size from 15 to
30 cm across the fagade (fig. 6:c- e),

29- AMTRAN. 1969: Pl .  l9 r l3.

30. See MIRoscHEDrr. 2000 : 260.

and one minor category
. middle-sized pots(fig. 60, sometimes fumished *ith

pushed-up lugs 3r.

Large andirons often carry soot marks and it is clear rhat
they saw use; some of the smallest andirons are red-slipped
and might have served a symbolic purpose. A number of rhe
functional andirons are decorated with geometric and anthro-
pomorphic designs strongly reminiscent of their ETC anrece-
dents. As for the lids, they are sometimes burnished. and
sometimes left plain or even coarsely combed. Two examples
of zoomorphic lid-handles may be noted. The pors. though
suitable in size and shape for cooking, seem too briftle to har.e
been used over a direct flame. Nonetheless. some function in
food-preparation seems likely.

The larger KKW lids are wide enou-sh to have co.r'ered
most types of local holemouth cooking pots found in comem-
porary assemblages at Bet Ye.ah. Assuming that the local
gray/brown pots were used by KKW consumers- a cooking
ensemble consisting of a local pot sandwiched bets een a
KKW hearth and lid would result. The lid would- in such a
case, provide the dominant symbol. effectively neutralizing
the local pot and protecting its contents (literallv and mera-
phorically). A conceptual linkage between the pot coler and
the conical roof of round structures in the ETC homeland
might conceivably have been intended.

INTERPRETING KKW

By means of an interpretative approach r'?, further implica,
tions of the tripafiite division of KKW ceramics can be explo.
red and associated with significant aspects of rhe ETC
expansion into the Levantine valleys. In terms of form. the
red-black ceramics may be said to represent an introspectile
aspect, the continued presence of highly traditional elemens
in the potter's repertoiresr. The red-only ceramics would then
represent innovation and adaptation to the new extemal
circumstances of production - the effect of new consumers.
new needs ofthe ETC community, or both, and the gray/bro$ n
ceramics - a need to imbue the most intimate venue of potterv
use, the household kitchen, with highly visible and familiar
apotropaic symbols. This combination of extemal adapration

3l-  Cf-  AMTRAN. 1969: Pl .  l9:8.

32. SHANKS and HoDDER, 1995.

33.  An interest ing paral le l  may be drawn to GossELArN-s (1999: l l9 l

report of ihe Alrican practice of "aging" new pors by blackening rhem sirh
dung after firing, old being considered better and safer than ne$.
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rnd intemal or domestic traditionaliqm recalls migrant beha-
\ ior as rccently discussed at length by Burmeister and Yasur-
Landau!. In widely varying archaeological contexts, both
ha\e emphasized the importanca of identifying the telltale

,igns of foreign origin in the private, rather than the public,

:phere.

In terms of technique - that is, the entire chatne opArabire

Lrf the KKW potter - a consistent distance is maintained

ber*een all three categories of KKW and the local, south-

Le\ antine pottery. Thus, clays are less consistently softed than

in local practica, use of the wheel is avoided, decorative treat-

ment is markedly more intensive, with individual attention

accorded to each vessel, and high temperatures are avoided in

trnng in order to preseNe the luster of the burnished vessels.

The maintaining of technological separateness has been inter-

prered as one of the most resilient forms of social boundary-

marking found in material culture 35

In terms ofcolor, the red/black/brown triad forms a striking

homology with Claude Levi-strauss''culinary triangle'36

Itig.7), intended to illustrate the oppositiors through which

cukural attitudes to food and cooking are structured. Following

Le\ i-Stnuss, boiled/rotten (here associated with the gray/

brown cooking utensils) is opposed along one axis to raw/

roasted (here associated with red vessels), and to cooked/

smoked (associated with black vessels) along the other. These

oppositions focus on tuansformations from the natural to the

cultural, transformations that permeate human society and thus

serve as significant means ofcultural differentiation whether

it be the way people cook, build houses, or create artifacts

from raw materials.

Within the context of food preparation and ceramic produc-

tion by KKw-produce$ in the Levant, a number of significant

transformations or oppositions come to mind. These opposi-

tions can be modeled, using the three axes of the triangle, in

the following manner: (1) The domestic and, by extension,

female sphere, represented by the unbumished cooking

wares 37, stands opposed to the public, male sphere, associated

with the bumished "presentation" wares (both the red and the

black). (2) Shifting our perspective, the undecorated, innova-

tive and hence Levantine element, represented by red-only

wares, is opposed to the tuaditional, decorated, no hward-

looking elements in the red/black and gray/brown vessels. (3)

Along the third axis, the generally closed red,/black vessels.

which may be associated with liquids (presumably alcoholic).

are contrasted with the open vessels associated with more solid

foods.

37. Following FAUsr. 2002.

Redlblack

l+. BuRMErsrER.2000 ; Y^SUR-LANDAU, 2002.

-15 STARK. i999 i DTETLER and HERBTCH, 199E.
j6. LEvr SrRAUss. 1968 : 490.

C OOKE D R OTTEN

Levi-Strxuss' culinary hinngle

Ffgure 7 : leri .Straurs culilary lriangle, and the KKW triangle derived Jiom it.

The KLlff triande

Gray-brown
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It may only be speculated whether such symbolic or codi-

fied oppositions in KKW had direct functional corollaries
- e.g., red/black vessels used for a class of food associated

with tradition.or ritual (such as wine), and red-only vessels

serving in conjunction with another class of food, perhaps

associated with the adopted homeland (e.9. olives or pulse)

or served only as metaphor for meaningful oppositions

surrounding the circumstances of KKw production (sacred/

profane, man/woman, local/migrant, agricultural/pastoral etc.).

In either case, the technical care and expertise exhibited in the

produc t ion  o f  KKW is  seen lo  p romote  a  more  r ign i l i can t

purpose than a merely aesthetic one : "Technologies are about

transformation ; the becoming of artifacts, the engendering of

meaning. the crealing ol per:onal and group awareness and

knowledge, the development of competence, skill and iden-

tity" 18. As such, KKW was part of a commumty's response

to the opportunities and conflicts arising from new circums-

tances. Rather than a passive reflection of cultural origins, the

invention of KKW represents an active engagement with the

realities of life in the Levant.

KKW could have remained unchanged over such a span of

time. As the initial events of ETC migration receded into the

twilight of antiquity, the contradictions and stresses expressed

and resolved through the ceramic tradition became fossilized

templates, with diminishing relevance to the realities of late

EB III society. Thus we may assume that the more universal

distribution of KKW at Bet Yerah in late EB III represens

the integration of this pottery into a new web of significance.

Indeed, in a late EB III social milieu that may be characterized

as increasingly divided and stratifiedaL', the outstanding quali

ties of decoration. color and luster would have served lhe

purpose of social and economic differentiation' cross-cutting

what must by now have been much-attenuated ethnic diffe-

rences. It is in late EB Ill that KKW might have served as

prestige ware, as suggested by Miroschedji, or as an arbitrar\

indication of class differentiation, as suggested by Philip. B1

the time KKW disappeared, with the demise of the EB III

towns, memory of Transcaucasian origins would have b€en

dim, and the significance of the Transcaucasian colors long

forsotten.

CONCLUSION

The interpretive and distributional approach to K-trirbet

Kerak Ware at Khirbet Kerak illustrates the vitality and flexi-

bility of the ETC phenomenon - features that surely figured

in its extraordinary longevity and geographic extent lnvolving

as it does a "technique du colps" 3e completely alien to that

of the Levant with respect both to the manufacture and the

practical use of the vessels. there is no escaping the conclusion

that the spread of KKw was linked to the arrival of new people

in the Levantine lowlands. The creative expansion of the ETC

potting baditions on entry to the lowlands is a remarkable

phenomenon. Considering the dramatic change in physical and

social environment under which it was produced, KKW

presents a boldness, self-confidence and creative adaptivity on

the paft of its puryeyors. The opportunities and hardships that

must have accompanied the arrival of ETC in the Levant are

resolved in the creation of an assemblage that is at once old

and new, innovative and traditional

The longevity of KKW in the southern Levant is astonis-

hing. At least three hundred years of production imply a tradi-

tion maintained over ten generations and more While the

groups who introduced the assemblage into the Levant

certainly did not arrive in a day, it is unlikely that the role of
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